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Four Core Resource 
Sector Narratives

•Macro-Economic Trends

• Security of Supply

•Gold

• Discoveries



Discovery: Eleonore

Mid Grade Au - No Resource

$762 million buyout

Gold: Hammond Reef

Low Grade Au - PEA 2009

$550 million buyout

Super-Cycle: Galeno

Mid-Grade Cu - PFS 2007

$450 million buyout

Security of Supply:

Dozen low  grade roll-front uranium 
deposits in USA - Resource Only

$1 billion buyout



Rational Speculation Model
A formal system for valuing a spec stock

Three Steps

� Outcome Analysis – what is the dream target and 
the key assumptions behind it? 

� Probability Analysis – where in the exploration 
cycle is the project and what is it “worth” now?

� Risk-Reward Analysis – is it a good, fair, or poor 
bet?



Discounted Cash Flow Model: What is an orebody worth?

Annual Cash Flow
(1 + Discount Rate)n

Less Capital Cost 

n = year of cash
m = mine life (years of mining)

∑
m

n=1

Mine Supply Speculation focuses on Future Cash Flow from a 
Depleting Asset: A Mine is an Annuity

Annual Gross Revenue

less Operating Costs

=             Operating Profit

less Taxes                                                           

=               After Tax Cash Flow



Key Cash Flow Model Inputs

• Tonnage

• Grade

• Recovery

• Payable

• Mining Rate

• Metal Price

• Mining

• Processing

• Royalties

• Concentrate Shipping

• G & A

• Initial Capital

• Sustaining Cost

• Tax Rate

• Depreciation

• Environmental 
Permitting

• Social License

• Title

• Tax

• Geopolitical

• Technical

• Infrastructure

• Management

Revenue Cost Risk

NSR / tonne

Cash Cost / metal unit

All-In Cost / metal unit Discount Rate %

$ Cost / tonne





10-40 yearsMining cash flowProduction9

1-3 yearsBuilding the mineConstruction8

1-3 yearsSecuring approval, negotiate offtake, 
production decision, 8-12% error margin

Permitting, Marketing & 
Feasibility (FS)

7

1-2 yearsProduce a mineable reserve, detailed 
engineering for mining plan and 
associated costs, 15-25% error margin

Prefeasibility (PFS)6

1 yearEvaluating recoveries and optimal 
processing method, initial economic 
analysis with 30%-35% error margin

Preliminary Economic 
Assessment (PEA) & 
Metallurgy

5

1-2 yearsUpgrading resource estimate from inferred 
category

Infill Drilling4

1-2 yearsDefining the limits of a discovery & 
producing initial 43-101 resource estimate

Discovery Delineation3

1-2 yearsFiltering for drill targetsTarget Generation & 
Drilling

2

1 yearConceptual, land acquisitionGrassroots1

Time 
Required

Objective
Exploration Cycle 

Stage

Stage

Mine Exploration & Development Cycle



Definition of Speculative Value
(borrowed from gambling logic)

• Fair Bet – 10:1 odds, pays 10:1
• Poor Bet – 10:1 odds, pays 5:1
• Good Bet – 5:1 odds, pays 10:1

The degree that the return achieved through 
actualization of an anticipated but uncertain 
outcome matches or deviates from the 
intrinsic odds of achieving that outcome.



Note: the fair value range in each exploration stage row  for each outcome target column is calculated by multiplying the 
target value by the success chance. ie stage 4 target $500: 0.05 x $500 = $25, 0.1 x $500 = $50

$2,000$500$100100%Production9

$1,500-2,000$375-500$75-100175-100%Construction8

$1,000-1,500$250-375$50-751.3-250-75%Permitting, Marketing & 
Feasibility

7

$500-1,000$125-250$25-502-425-50%Prefeasibility6

$200-500$50-125$10-254-1010-25%Metallurgy5

$100-200$25-50$5-1010-205-10%Infill Drilling4

$50-100$12.5-25$2.5-520-402.5-5%Discovery Delineation3

$20-50$5-12.5$1-2.540-1001-2.5%Target Drilling2

$10-20$2.5-5<$1100-2000.5-1%Grassroots1

$2,000$500$100LeverageChance

Outcome Target Fair Value Channels
($ Millions)

Success Probability

Exploration Cycle Stages

Rational Speculation Model – Uncertainty Ladder for Metal Projects



blank

blank

Good Speculative Value 
for $500 million 

outcome, fair value for 
$100 million outcome

Fair Speculative Value 
for $2 billion outcome, 

poor value for $500 
million outcome

The speculative 

value depends on 

the stage of the 

project, the value 

implied by the 

market, and the 

visualized outcome.





Build your deposit, mine it, and share it!

(Screenshot of prototype under development by Kaiser Research Online)



What is the cycle status of the core 
narratives that drive the resource juniors?







Business Cycles

Super Cycle
Core Narrative One: 

Macro Economic Trends



The Rise of China is the most 
important story of the past 

decade for the resource sector.



The Fading Chinese Anomaly

• End of Cheap Labor – urbanization of rural Chinese ending, 

one child demographic problem, automation behind reshoring

of manufacturing by “mature” economies a tough problem

• Pushback on Working Conditions – the period of sacrifice is 

ending as workers demand better conditions (ie Foxconn)

• Public outrage over pollution - crackdown on downstream 

cost dumping has begun as an emerging middle class shifts 

the focus from “quantity of life” to “quality of life”.

• Rethinking FDI and technology transfer – uneven playing field,  

cyber espionage and intellectual property theft

• Including its shadow banking system China has a $24 trillion 

debt that is ripe for a catastrophic implosion.

• China’s territorial ambitions in southeast Asia



Deindustrialization through Globalization













How will the end of quantitative easing 
and the return of higher interest rates 
boost anemic US growth?





Most of this supply 
potential sits in the 

development pipeline.







Strategic copper assets continue 
to be acquired by producers with 
long time horizons - $470 million 
takeover bid by First Quantum.





Nickel pig iron created from laterite
ore and fed directly into stainless steel 
mills is expanding beyond China’s 
blast furnaces. Indonesia’s effort to 
force domestic beneficiation will only 
support a short term price spike.









Targeting a new style of 
nickel mineralization that 
requires a simple flow sheet.



Zinc is the base metal with the 
best prospect for a supply-
demand imbalance that 
creates higher real prices.



Does not assume a supply 
cutback from China.



Has China’s supply expansion 
peaked and is it set to reverse?





Very small field of advanced 
zinc deposits owned by juniors.





Rare example of an advanced base metal 
junior where Core Narrative One is positive.



Core Narrative Two: 
Security of Supply











Potential to boost global 
supply of tungsten by 8%.







Norra Karr: potential medium 
term solution to heavy rare 
earth supply shortages.



Lofdal: potential short term 
solution to heavy rare earth 
supply shortages.



Core Narrative Three: 
Gold

20 m













How convergent are these 
economic and military trends?



China’s own security of supply needs force 

it to expand its footprint in Southeast Asia. 



NoSoMerica

UpForGrabs

EurAlone

AustralAsia

Post-Globalization Economic Zone Fragmentation?









At the current gold price it is not possible in the medium term 

to increase the gold stock at a steady rate that tracks GDP 

growth. The result will be higher real prices. But when?





Focus on advanced 
gold projects with a 
low enough cost to 
handle near term gold 
price downside.



Core Narrative Four: 
Discoveries



Conceptual search for the 
extension of the Zambian 
Copperbelt in Botswana



Conceptual search for VMS 
elephants under cover in the 
Iberian Pyrite Belt



Innovative geochemical search 
for deep uranium elephants in 
the Athabasca Basin



Innovative hydrogeochemical
search for gold elephants 
under Nevada’s basin gravels.











An Alternative Narrative: making 
primary scandium supply a reality





Aluminum Alloy Market

Solid Oxide Fuel Market

If you build it 
they will 
come!









During last 6 
years major 

enriched 
scandium 

deposits have 
been found 
that offer 
scaleable 

primary supply 
potential.





Alternative Narrative
• No need to worry about macro-economic trends

• No need to hope for supply dislocations

• No metal price trends to monitor

• No need to pull a discovery drill hole

• Deliver a feasibility study

• Raise the capital and construct a small scale mine

• Serve Bloom’s needs

• Show primary production is profitable at $2,000/kg

• Scale up to accommodate aluminum alloy sector

• Consolidate other emerging scandium deposits and 
become the dominant scandium supplier

Just do what you can control
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